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A search for new particle s which might be produced by 

photons of energy up to 18 GeV is described. No new particles 

were found. Calculations of the Beth&-Heitler process are de- 

scribed which make it possible to state that this exper.iment 

would have detected non-strongly interacting particles whose 

mass and lifetime lay in a definite range, did they exist. 



I. INTRODUCTION . 

We have used the new Stanford Linear Electron Accelerator to search for 

hitherto unknown elementary particles, particularly for particles which do not 

have strong interactions D The basic idea behind this search was that througll the 

photoproduction of particle pairs, any charged partkle can be created provided 

it has an anti-particle and that there is sufficient energy in the incident photon. 

The Stanford Linear Electron Accelerator provides for the first time an intense 

source of high energy photons--up to 18 GeV in this experiment. The expariment 

consisted of a momentum analyzed secondary beam and a pair of differential, gas, 

Cerenkov counters which allowed particles of various masses in that beam to be 

detected. We were particularly interested in looking for non-strongly interacting 

particles, and provision was mad e separately to detect strongly and non-strongly 

interacting particles. 

In any search for new particles, the method of search knits in some ways 

the properties of the particles that tii&t be found. This experiment was s ens i - 

tive to charged particles with lifelimes greater than 5 X 10 
-9 seconds, and with 

a production cross section at least 10 -7 times that of the muon. Within these liix- 

itations, we ha.ve not found any new particles, We have made calculat.ions , de - 

scribed in this paper, of th? electroma~~ctic pair production of particles of arbi- 

trary mass and zero spin, The results of these calculations and those of Tsei 

and Whitis’ for spin l/2 particles ennble us to make the positive statement t.hat 

if such non-strongly interacting particles esisted with a mass less than that of 

the proton and a lifetime similar to that of the kaon, we would have detected them0 
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II. GENERAL CONSDERATIONS 
6N THE EXISTENCE OF ELEMENTARY PARTICLES 

In our mind, there are two basic problems in elementary particle physics. 

One is to understand and to calculate how the particles interact., The other is to 

learn ivhat pc?.rticles exist and to formulate rules which limit the possible kinds 

of particles. The two problems are related. This can be seen most clearly in 

the case of the strongly interact,ing particles. The mesons and the numerous 

short-lived particles which appear as resonances in the strong interaction seem 

to be an intimate part of the interaction itself, so that one can expect that a cor- 

rect theory of the interaction would also explain and predict the multitude of par- 

ticles D 

In the case of the particles which do not interact strongly, the situation is 

very different o The only known particles are the photon, the electron, the muon, 

and the two types of n.eutrinos. There is no understanding of why these particles 

and no others should exist, although the electromagnetic and weak interactions 

can be calculated. In particular, there is the puzzle of the existence of both the 

electron and the muon, particles so dissimilar in mass yet .alike in all other as- 

pects. Because the interactions can be calculated, i.t is possible to post.lllate the 

existence of a new particIe and to calculate its lifetime and its effect on known 

processes as a function of its mass. Many authors have done this, 
2 

IIowe.:~er, 

all such calcula.tions make the basic assumption that no radicall; new fez.ture 

enters into the interaction which could alter the result by orders of magnitude. 

As an example only, consider the effect of strangeness on the strong interaction, 

The muon-electron problem seems so litt,le understood that some new concept as 

unlikely as strangeness was may be required for its solution. We therefore be- 

lieve that experimental searches for new par’iicles should not be inhibited 13zJ pre- 

conceived ideas that shol?. lifetimes a re t.o be expected for massive, weakly 
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interacting particles. These ideas are based on our current understanding of 

the physics involved. This is true also of estimates of the production of hypo- 

thetical particles in specific processes. For example, the fact that K-mesons 

are not observed to decay into heavy muons 3 means that according to present 

understanding of the weak interaction, an exact analogue of the muon does not 

exist with a mass intermediate between that of the muon and the kaon. This is 

a restricted and specific statement. In the spirit of the foregoing argument, one 

might then suppose that some additional selection rule or other. restriction could 

exist which would prevent K-meson decay to the heavy muon. It is possible, in 

this spirit, to conceive of many other particles which might exist, but there is 

no need to list them here. The purpose of this discussion is to point out that con- 

siderations which are of great importance in predicting the effects of specific 

modifications of present knowledge are limited.Experiments should go beyond the 

range of such predictions, and be limited only by experimental considerations D 

The least specific production process which we can imagine is electronlag,- 

netic pair production: it requires only that the particles exist in charged particle- 

antiparticle pairs. The production rate for this process can be calculat.ed without 

making further restrictions other than the assumption that effects arising from the 

form-factor of the particle produced can be neglected, so that an experiment using 

photoproduced particles has a known sensit.ivitJr for a general class of particles. 

A direct search for the particle i$self does not introduce any assumption about 

specific decay modes. 

III. OTHER l?ARTICLE SEARCHES 

1. Experiments at proton accelerators and with cosmic rays --- -- -._-- 

There have been many searches at proton accelerators, mostly unpublished, 

for new, long-lived, strongly-interacting particles either in beams or in bubble 
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chambers., It is most unlikely that such particles exist in the mass range below 

l/5 GeV. In the case of particles with no strong interaction, the most likely pro- 

duction process is photoproduction by the photons from 7rG decay. However, the 

photon flux at such machines and in the cosmic radiation is low, and their path 

length in the target (measured in radiation lengths) is smal.1, so that one can con- 

clude that such searches do not place a ussf~11 limit on the existence of non-strongly 

interacting particles. The neutrino e-xperiments4 have placed lower limits to the 

mass of the hypothetical intermediate boson, a particle of specific propert,ies. 

2. Experiments at electron machines - --- 

Coward et al. 5 have searched without success for particles with masses be- -- 

tween 1 and 175 me. This search was basically similar to the present one in that 

the particles were photoproduced and dekcted directly. Definite limits were placed 

on the mass and lifetime of any particles which could be pair-produced. A short 

search has been carried out at CEA for particles of mxss less than the kaon; 6 

again without success. Also at CJQ4, a search has been made for a lepion which 

could be found in the process e f p -X -t 11, in which the recoil proton was mo- 

mentwn analyzed and a search made for a bump in its momentum spectrum. 7 

Again, no new particles were found. These searches cover a limited mass range, 

or rely on special processes to produce the particles. The present search was 

intended to coves a wider mass range in a completely general manner. 

Iv. l?ART!:CLE l?R03iIJCTiOIq RY ELECTRONS 

The principai process 13~7 which electrons pro:Jr.ze secondary charged particles 

in a thick target fakes place in tire steps. First, an electron radiates in the coL?lomb 

field of nucleus. The secondary par’ticles a.re then photoproduced at another nucleus 

in the target. by the bremsstrahlung. The direct electroproduction reaction 

e- + nucleus ---e--b nucleus i- X++ X-, Y;il31:e XT and x are the particles produced, 
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can be described as photoproduction by virtual phi,tons. It has been shown by 

Panofsky, Newton and Yodh’ t1la.t the spectrum of virtual photons associated with 

an electron is equivalent to the real bremsstrahlung spectrum which would be pro- 

duced by the electron in a target of . 02 radiation lengths. We can therefore neglect 

this process in a thick target, The photoproduction may be purely electromagnetic 

pair production , or it may involve the strong interaction. In this section, we de- 

scribe some calculatiocs of the electromng;r,e?ic pair production of spin zero and 

spin one-half particles at 0’ in a thick target. The yields to be expected are pre- 

sent.ed as a function of the mass of the particle produced. These yields represent 

lower limits for the production of possible new particles under the conditions of 

our experiment. We have made a number of approximation-s which we estimate 

will lead to an overall error of the order of 20% to 30% in the yields. However, 

since the yields are a rapidly decreasing function of mass, the effect of such an 

error is to change only slightly the upper ma ss limits of the experiment. 

We will now calculate the photoproduction of a pair of spinless particles of mass 

M and unit charge. Consider first the simplest case, coherent pair production, in 

which the target nucleus remains in its ground state. The reaction is calculated 

using the three Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 1. k is the momentum of the 

incident photon. E 1’ p1 
and E ,p 

2 2 
are the energy and t~lree-momentluu of the 

produced particles, Xland X2. r1 and r2 are the initial and final mlucs of the 

three-monrent~,lnl of the target nucleus, which has mass RI and charge Z. In this 

experiment j we search for new particles produced at 0 4 6 mr to the direction of 

the incident electron beam. For particles above abo,ut 100 MeI7 mass, the cross 

section is sufficiently flat in the forn,ard direction that we can use the zero degree 

value. The other particle has spherical angl$s (02, $2)with respect to the inciclent 

photon direction. The differential cross sceti6r’in the laboratory system ha.s the form 77 
sin 62 do- __I__..- 

% 
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The first term in the brackets is the phas e space factor and the second term is 

the square of the matrix element. W is the total energy of the recoil nucleus. 

D = E2(k - 4 

p2 (I:% +w 
1 

After averaging over the incident photon polarization, the matrix element squared 

has the form 

(2) 

The electric charge is defined by e2 = 4~a! where Q! is the fine structure constant. 

p, is the laboratory velocity of 3. t is the square of the four-momentum trans- 

ferred to the nucleus, defined by 

t = (k - El - E2)2 -’ (g - Fl - g)2 

hserting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) a.nd integrating over q2 yields 

N. F. F. 

sin 6 
2 

x L -.---AL.- 

( ) 
t2 I \1 - p2cos e2 )I 

(3) 

for the production at zero cleggees of a spin zero particle, The subscript N. F. F. 

means that no form factor is included. 



In fact, the integrand is relatively l&r+ 7 ~-0 only in the region where t.lle growth of 

the last term toward its masimum is not yet canceled by the l/t2 term. Th~rs the 

cross section is due primarily to the small four-momentum transfer part of the 

reaction, .Ol to .2 (GeV/c)2 in this example. 

In the production of much heavier particles, say m > 0.5 GeV, the major 

variation in the integrand of Eq0(3) is in the la.st two terms, as before. However, 

tt’e find.that we can no longer have very low values of t D I I It is easy to see this 

by considering a very heavy target of mass much greater than the incident photon 

energy. Then the minimum four-momentum transfer squared is: 

I I 
t 

M4 k2 ZZ 
min 

$(k - P~)~ 

and t 
. Ii 

is proportional to the fourth power of the particle mass. The second min 

column of Table I gives t n1ill when beryl-lium 1, 
I i 

‘c the target and we have used a 

15-GeV incident phot.on to produce a 9-GeV/c momentum particle. As m goes 

from D 105 GeV to 2.0 GeV, I I 
t’ lnin changes by a factor of 105. 

Since t2 enters in the denominator of Eq. (3) and most of the integrxnd comes 

from small t values, we 1ilUSt expect I I 
a Strong mass dependence in the cross sec- 

tion. This mass dependence is illustrated in the third column of Table I. The 

cross section, divided by Z2, calculated from Eq. (3) for production of a 

. 105~GeV mass particle a.t 9 GeV/c and 0’ by a 15-GeV photon on beryllium is 

7.3 x 1o-3o cm2/sr, GeV/c. For a 1. 0-CeV mass particle under the same 

conditions, the cross section, divided by Z2, is 2.6 x 10 
-34 

cm.2/sr, GeV/c. 

Thus , even in the simplest case of the production of spin zero particles 

from a point nucleus, there is strong mass dependence. The finite: size of 

the nucleus is t&cn into acco:l!lt by mult&ly~n~ the cross section bj- the square 
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10 
of the nuclear form factor. For beryllium, we obtain 

(4) 

Since t nIin 1 I increases with the mass of the particle produced, the form factor 

reduces further the cross section for the production of massive particles. In 

column’4 of Table I, the cross section of column 3 is shown, but now wit,h the 

effect of the nuclear form factor included. For a particle of l-GeV mass and 

9 C&V/c momentum, photoproduced by a 15-GeV photon, the form factor depresses 

the cross section by a further factor of 10. 

This reduction of the coherent pair production requires the consideration of 

incoherent pair production which results from the interaction of a photon with an 

individual nucleon in the nucIcus D In this process the form factor of the mw!eon 

must be considered. But the nucleon fomitil factor is I.ess t dependent than the I I 

nuclear form factor. Therefore, as the mass of the particle produced increases, 

the incoherent production becomes more important. Equation (5) gives a slightly 

simplified formula 9~’ for the production cross section of a pair of spin zero par- 

ticles on a free proton, in which some terms which are only important for 

1 t 1 > 1 (GeV/c)2 have been neglected. 

7r 
2 3 

sin 62d02 
5 PIP2 lJ!I 

______ -__.- --____l 

0°, proton k3 E; (E2+Q')(l -D ~0s 02) 

0 
(5) 



Comparison of Eq. (5) with Eq. (3) shows the following differences, Of course, 

Z2 has been dropped. The last term is now more complicated and contains the 

nucleon form factors GE and GNx. We replace GE and Gnr by the formulae 

G 

GE 
M 1 =- =-__-_T 

2,793 (1 + 1.41 It/ )2 

where t is in (GeV/c)20 
I I 

With these substit.utions, we have calculated the cross 

section for the production of spin zero particles on a free proton. For the case 

of a 15-GeV incjdent photon producing a 9-GeV/c particle at O” , we have given 

the results in Table I in the last column. For masses less than D 5 GeV, the free 

proton cross section is almost the same as the nuclear cross section (divided by 

!,Z2) without the nuclear form factor. As the mass increases, the nucleon form 

factor begins to reduce the proton cross section, gut its efkct is much less 

drastic than the effect of the nuclear form factor on the nuclear cross section, 

Therefore, for masses above ., 5 GeV, the incoherent cross section g&ins in im- 

portance over the coherent. 

Incoherent pair production can take plxc~ Q upon ner~trons as well 2.s prot,ons. 

To calculate this, we have used Eq. (5) with GF = 0 and Gill given by 

G j-y1 zz 1 --- _____------ 
1.913 (1 -?- 1.43. jt 1 )2 

(6) 

The total production, coherent and incoherent, is calcxlatecl by Eq:. (7). 

(7) 
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The term( Z2 - ,/( “) Z 2 which multiplies the coherent cross section, is a rough 

way of taking into account the effect of the Pauli principle on the incoherent 

production. 11 We have used the elastic form factors of the nucleon for GE and 

GM’ However, the break-up of the nucleon can also contribute to pair production. 

Unfortunately, there are as yet insufficient data to allow this to be calculated, 

and we have therefore neglected it. 

All of the foregoing discussion applies to spin zero particle ‘production, To 

see the effect of the spins of the produced particles, we will consider the case of 

the coherent production of spin l/2 particles at O” . We obtain 
12 

Nucleus, N, F. F. 
0 (8) 

sin 

If we compare this to Eq. (3)) we see that l-he spin effect is .given by the additional 

last Tao terms. Table II dxows the effect of these terms by giving the ratio of 

for spin l/2 to 0, both produced coherently on beryl- 

lium at 0”. The calcul.ation included th e nuclear form factor as given in Eq. (4), The ratios 

given inthe table a.re for 1.0 to 18 G-cV incident photoils and a 9-GeV,k momentum secondary 

particle. b&en the photon energ is greater by several GeV thi%Il the energy Of the 

produced particle, the faw!;or is 2,s or so. But as the photon energy approaches its 

threshold value, the factor in.creascs 0 When the bremsstrahlung spectrum is taken 

into account, the spin one-half produ ction is 3 or 4 times the spin zero production 

at low masses and and about 2 times at high mxsses. 
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To get the 0” yield of particles from a thick target, we must integrate EqO (7) 

over the bremsstrahlung spectrum and the target thickness. The bremsstrahlung 

spectrum in a thick target has been discussed thoroughly by Tsai and Whitis. 
13 

For those photons radiated directly by the incident electron (first generation photons), 

they deduce the approximate expression 

(1) 
ly (t,k) = + (9) 

where 1;) (t, k) is the flux at depth t of first generation photons of energy k due to 

an electron incident with energy E. at t = 0. This spectrum is shown in Fig. 2. 

We make the further approximation of neglecting particle production by the brems- 

strahlung of electrons them selves produced in the target by the first generation 

photons (second generation p!xotons), and all subsequent generati.ons 0 Tsai and 

Whitis show that these secondary photons make an appreciable contribution td the 

spectruni only for large t and smal.! k. Their contribution to the production of high 

energy secondary pnrbicles can therefore be neglected, and lQ= (9) used directly, 

We have calculated the yields for spin zero particle production by the method 

described above, and we have used the results of Tsai and Whitis’ (which are based 

on a similar method) for spin one-hs.ti particle production. In Fig. 3 axe presented 

their results for the production a.t 0” of spin l/8, pure nirac particles from a lo- 

radiation length target with an incidenl electron beam energy of 1s GeV. The cal- 

culations are presented for both beryllium and copper targets, There are three 

characteristics of the production which hold equally well for the produ.ction of 

spin 0 particles. First, as we expect, the production decreases rapidly as the mass 

increases, Second, for larger masses, beryllium is a better target than copper, 
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because the incoherent production is relatively more important in beryl.lium. 

Third, the yield has a maximum at roughly half the incident electron momentum. 

The most useful way to g<ve the production calculation results is in terms of 

the ratio of a hypothetical particle flux to the muon fllrs at a fixed secondary beam 

momentum. The experimental data was taken at 5.05 and 8,99 GeV/c secondary 

beam momentum. Figure 4 gives the ratios for 9.0 GeV/c with. a 17. 5 GeV/c 

incident electron beam, a lo-radiation length beryllium target and 0’ production. 

Results for both spin l/Z, pure Dirac particles, and spin zero paxticles are 

shown, with masses from .l to 2.0 GeV. Figure 5 

particle flux to the muon flux for a secondary beam 

masses below 0.6 GeV, under the same conditions, 

gives the ratio of the new 

momentum of 5.0 GeV/c , for 

V. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

A. Outline of the Method 

The experiment is shoed schemntically in Fig. 6. A 17.5-GeV electron beam 

struck a tllick target. The neg&i~ c T= secondaries produced at 0’ were formed into 

a momentum analyzed beam which pa.; c) <-ied throu& tx,lro differential gas Ccrenkov coimt.ers , 

I-1 and J, set to count p:irkicles of a specific velocity, and hence mass. Tx70 couut.- 

ers were used in coinci.dence in order to give better rejection of unwautcd particles. 

At the end of the beam, a sci~killation couker S R’W p!scs -cl behil;d an iron absorber 

five feet thick. ~Vea3;;7.y interacting p::rticles would have the sigx&ture HJS. The 

experiment consisted of fixing the be2.n;. momentum and varying t:he pressure of the 

gas in the Cercnkov counters in order to sweep throu @l a range of masses, Lvhile 



or the efficiencies of the Cerenkov counters. Since the muon yield has been meas- 

ured separately 
14 

and is understood theoretically, the muon normalization is psr- 

titularly useful. 

B. Apparatus - 

The target in which the secondaries were produced consisted of 3.6 radiation 

lengths of beryllium followed by ten radiation lengths of water-cooled copper, a 

further foot of beryllium, and ten radiation lengths of lead. The production of 

weakly interacting particles in this target is adequately described by the calcula- 

tions given in Section IS for production on beryllium, since there is very little 

particle production beyond the first 3.6 radiation lengths, The rest of the target 

was u.sed to absorb the power (up to 20 kilowatts) in the electron beam, and to re- 

duce the number of electrons in the secondary beam to a few percent of the muon 

flllx. Negatively-charged secondaries from this target consist mainly of muons. 

and p ions 0 The composition of the beam at momenta of 5.0 and 9.0 GeV/c was 

measured to be approxi.mately 70% muons, 30% pions. 

The ,beam transport system shown in Fig. 6 was designed and built to provide 

15 a rnuo:l beam for a muon scattering experiment. It produces an almost, disper- 

sion-free beam in the Cerenkov counters with a diameter of less than 10 cm, a. 

divergence of less than 4 mrads and a momentum bite of rt 1.5%. The second 

focus, F2, is 212 feet from the target. Counter J was 19 feet upstream from F2, 

counter H 33 feet downstream from F2. The sci.nt.illation counter S n’as at the 

third ~OCLIS, 63 feet downstream from F2. 

The clifEerentia1 Ce~enkov counters were modeled closely on a. counter de- 

scribed by Kycia and Jenkins. 
16 The present counters are designed to operate 

at pressures up to 960 psi. In this experiment, CO2 was used at pressures up 

to 600 psi. Figure 7(a) is a schematic diagram of a comker, The radia~tor region 
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is 80 inches long and the counter is designed to be used with beams LIP to 12.5 

cm in diameter. Cerenkov light from particles of the correct velocity is focused 

onto an annular ring aperture. The aperture is split in two across a diameter 

and the light from each half is collected separately on to two phototubes. A co- 

incidence is required for a particle to be counted. The quartz windows are ar- 

ranged so that a stray track i.n the general direction of the beam cannot go through 

both. Light which falls near, but not on, the annular aperture is reflected from a 

spherical mirror in which the aperture is set and is collected onto a phototube put 

in anti-coincidence. Without this, a particle of the wrong velocity at an angle to 

the beam could be counted, as illustrat.ed in Fig. 7(b). The width of the annu1.a.r 

aperture was chosen to give a.n angular acceptance of 5 10 mrad about a mean 

Cerenkov a.ngle of 75 mrad. This dominated the mass resolution of the counters, 

giving Am/m - 0 075 < x 1o-2 , where m is the mass and p the momentum of 
m 

the particle 0 This resolution was adec@e to separate out th.e peaks of the known 

particles, but allowed a finite mass range to be covered at each pressure setting 

and sufficient tolerance so that we did not have difficulty in operating the two counters 

together, The pressure vessels of the two counters were connected together by a 

common feed pipe. Mie found that no special precautions were necessary to make 

the mass peaks coincide in the two counters, although the counters were located out 

of doors and the ambient temperature varied from 5OC at night to 27” during the clay. 

Block diagrams of the electronic circ:?its are shown in Fig. 8. The three tubes 

on each counter were fed tInrough limiters and discrimjnators to a coincj.clence cir- 

cuit., The discriminator thresholds were set high on the coincidence inputs and low 

on the veto, following a suggestion of Kycja. This resulted in some inefficiency, but 

gained more than an order of magnitude in rejection for particles of the wrong Trelo- 

city. The coincidences HJ and IiJS were each formed twice in different v:ays. 
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The overall efficiency of the two counter systems at the 7~ -p peak was 

measured to be 80%. 

C. Background and Bate Problems 

In order to search with high sensitivity-, it is necessary to operate at high 

intensity 0 A reasonable time to count at one pressure setting is half an hour. 

This experiment used a pulse repetition r&e of 180 pulses per second, each 

about 1.. 2 to 1.4 psec long. Thus to search through lo7 muons in half an hour 

meant operating with an instantaneous flux of 2.5 x lo7 muons per second. For 

this reason, we did not define the beam through the Cerenkov counters with 

scintillators. We used two Cerenkov counters in coincidence, si.nce these are 

inherently low-rate devices and could be expected to give only those accidental 

coincidences which resulted from background effects, such as brays, off-angle 

particles, etc. , in both counters. 

We found a background associated with the kaon and anti-proton peaks at the 

level of about 10 -7 of the muon fl1.x. 

Independently of the S scintill&ion counter, the maximum usable intensity 

was limited by the singles rates in the veto phototubes, The light collection sys- 

tem for the veto operates in such a way that properly aligxecl beam particles 

should give veto signals when the pressure is just above or just below the setting 

required for them to count in the coincidence channel, or when they interact or 

produce I, rays inclined at an angle to the beam, Otherwise, veto signals should 

result only from particles at an angle to the axis or with the wrong momentum. 

We estimated that the veto rate from drays shoulcl be less than one percent of the 

flux of pions and muons. However, with the discriminator levels set low on the 

veto channels, we folmd tha-t the veto singles rate in each counter was approximately 
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10% of the beam fl~xx, for pressures far removed from the settings required to 

count the l;nown pa-rticles 0 We could not raise the discriminator levels without 

a serious effect on the rejection efficiency of the system. At an instantaneous 

rate of 2. 5X107 beam. particles per second, and with veto pulses stretched to 

70nsec for maximum efficiency, the random veto off-time was, therefore, 3370, 

and no advantage would be gained by increasing the rate. 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL, PROCEDURE 

The mass range from 0.5 to 1. S GeV was covered using a beam momentum 

of 9 GeV/c, roughly half the momentum of the incident electron beam, which the 

production calculations showed would give the maximum flux of secondary par- 

ticles. For the mass range below 0.5 GeV , it was of more importance to have 

good separation between pions and kaons, and this part of the search was carried 

out at a momentum of 5 GeV/c. 

The process of taking data was relatively simple. The momentum of the,sec- 

ondary beam was fixed at either 9. b or 5,O GeV/c. The CO2 pressure in both 

counters was set at the muon-pion peak (76 to SO psig, depending on the momen- 

turn). The timing of all the circuits was checked out and the efficiency of the sys- 

tem for strongly interacting and non-strongly interacting particles wa.s determined. 

Then the pressure was varied from 70 to 100 psig in &I-psi steps across the muon- 

pion peak. The shapes of the peal is in each counter and of the combined peczks were 

examined to see that the counters were operating properly. Then the pressure was 

raised in 5-psi steps. This ensured that at least three steps would be taken to 

cover the mass pea!< of any new particle, In each 8-hour period of data-taking, 

an upper mass peak (kaon or anti-proton) wat,, Q reached and swept through. This 

was done to make sure the system 1’ ias operating properly both with respect to the 
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position and shape of the mass peak. The number of particles per pulse passing 

through the apparatus tvas 30 to 50 during the main part of the data--Caking between 

the mass peaks. At the mass peaks, the rst.e w-as lower, particularly at the pion- 

muon peak, where about one particle per pulse was used to reduce dead-time and 

resolution-time corrections. The number of particles in the beam at these low 

rates was measured with large auxiliary scintillation counters placed in the beam. 

To determine the flux to be used for the normalization of the HJ data at high 

rates, the singles counts from Jl and II1 were used indirectly. Oke off the pion- 

muon peaks, the Jl or Hl counts were less than one percent of the total number of 

beam particles, and were observed to be proportional to the beam intensity measured 

at low rates in the scintillation counters. Therefore, Jl or Hl by themselves had 

negligible ra t.e corrections. Using the auxiliary beam counters, Jl and Hl were 

calibrated at very low beam rates. Jl and Hl were then used as monitors at the 

high beam ratios. Of course, this normalization was pressure dependent, and a cali- 

bration was performed regularly. For ihe HJS channel, dead-time corrections are 

avoided by normalizing directly to the singles count rate in S. Noise and non--beam 

contributions to S singles were observed to be negligible at low rates. Accidental 

coincidences between HJ and S were monitored bg 7 recording coincidences bet,ween 

HJ and a delayed signal from S, a.nd were subtracted. 

During the early stages of the experiment, we found that a sensitivity of 10 -7 

relative to the muon fkx could be attained, but it would be difficult to go much 

lower. The limitations lvere in part due to the ma.ximum allowable muons per 

pulse being under 50, and ir\, part, clue to a background to be discussed in Section VII. 

Now, as shown in Fig. 4, the relative flux of spin zero particles to muons is 10 
-6 

at . 96--GeV particle mass and 10 -7 at 1.32-G&V particle mass. We therefore de- 

tided to make a definitive search only up to the mass of the proton, i. e., a search 

in ~~%ich the sensi.tivity is considerai~l~; better than the flus predicted from purely 

electromagnetic photoproduction of pairs. Above l--&V mass, we made a search 

- 17 - 
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with a sensitivity of only 10 to 3 x lo+ relative to the muon flux. This part of 

the search would then depend upon some special mechanism to produce the par- 

ticles. It was carried out up to a mass of 1.83 GeV. The kinematical mass limit 

for coherent pair production on beryllium by 17.5 GeV/c photons is 5.4 GeV, and 

on free protons, 2.3 GeV. 
__- ~---.. --~.~--~-- --- I 

VII. IWSULTS AhTD ANALYSIS * 

The results presented in this paper are for negative particles. Figure 9(a) 

shows the combined data for all the 5-GeV/c runs. HJ counts, normalized to 

the HJ counts at the pion-muon peak, are plotted as a function of pressure. This 

is call.ed the relative flux. The HJ counts represent the sum of strongly interact- 

ing plus non-strongly interacting particles, The aotation in the figure has the fol- 

lowing meaning. The circles show where counts were found. A vertical line 

through the circle gives the statistical error, if it is big enough to be shown. The 

short horizontal lines indicate that no counts were observed at that pressure., If 

one count had been found, the relative flux. would be that given by the short hori- -- 

zontal line. The pion-muon and negative kxon peaks have a curve drawn between 

the circles to guide the eye. 

Figure 9(b) shows the relative flux o f non--strongly interacting particles (HJS 

counts normalized to HJS at the muon peak) at 5 GeV/c. The corresponding results 

for 9-GeV/c particles are given in Figs= 10(a) and (b). The pion-muon, kann and 

anti-proton peaks are clearly seen in Fig, 10(a). The notation is the same as that 

of Fig. 9(a). We make the following observations from Figs. 9 and 1.0. 

1. The counts observed in Figs. 9(b) a.nd 10(b) at pressures corresponding to the 

masses of the kaon and antiproton are clue to accidental coincidences between the 

to the subtraction of accidental co1~nts from a purposely miss-timed parallel HJS 

- 18 - 
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.channel. There was no practical way to reduce this accidental rate because a.t 

a lower beam intensity it would have taken too long to acquire data. Therefore, 

we have reduced sensitivity for non-strongly interacting particles with masses 

close to the kaon or the antiproton. 

2. In Figs. 9(a) and 10(a) there are some counts to the low mass side of both the 

kaon and the antiproton peaks, which are *not present in Figs. 9(b) and 10(b). Thus, 

they are due to strongly interacting particles, Their occurrence in both places 

makes one suspect a systematic experiniental effect. One effect which could ex- 

plain these counts would be the presence of some 10 -4 of the kaons in the beam 

(5 x 1o-4 of the antiprotons) with a moment,um about 18 y0 higher than the momentum 

of the beam. The presence of such a small tail of off-momentum particles can 

certainly not be excluded, although we can find net obvious reason why it should be 

present. 

3. The search in the region above 240 pslg in the 9-G-eV/c da?:a involved about lo8 

muons passing through the counters. There were no IIJS counts at all in that 

region. Thus the rejection efficiency for muons is at least lo8 at high pressures. 

In order to compare the data quantitatively with the results of the calCulat.ioiJs 

described in Section IV, we have calculated the upper limit which we can put to the 

relative flux with 9Oyb confidence, ILsing the experimentally observed mass resolu- 

tion curves to take account of the fact that a particle wou1.d give county at several 

neighboring pressures if it existed, 

Figure 11 su!nni~~~izcs our results I For non-strongly interacting pnrticles, It 

gives R UQ’ 
the upper limit on the relative ULK with 90’$; confidence, as a function 

of the mass of the particle sought. For 99. 9% confidence I the upper limit should 

increase by a factor of about 5. The curve v,$Lh solid d.ots up to about e 5 GeV IX~SS 

is from the 5 -GeV/c ru::_s _1 Tile curve 7,vi’;ll op”ll circles above 0.5 GeV is from the 
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9 -GeV/c runs. In using these cur-c-es, one must remember that these are upper 

limits and that their shape depends upon the length of the runs and the background. 

The slanted solid lines on the drawing are the predicted relative fluxes using 

the calculations described in Section III. These flwes are for particles with the 

following properties: (a) zero spin, (b) unit charge, (c) non-strongly interacting, 

(d) no form factor of the particle itself. * 

If a particle has spin one-half or higher, or has an anomalous magnetic 

moment, the production cross section and the relative flux will be greater. There- 

fore, these lines are the minimum re1ati.w fluxes for non-strongly interacting --_I 

particles with no form factor for the particle itself. The numbers on the slanted 

lines refer to the lifetime of the particle. The lines are broken at’s mass of 0.5 

GeV because of the change in momentum at that mass in the experiment, 

With Fig. 11, we can make the following conclusions: 

Conclusion 1. There are no stable, unit charge, -_l_l_ non-strongly interacting particles 

without form factors in the mass ranges 0,2 to 0.92 GeV and 0.97 to 1.03 GeV. 

By none, we mean that these particles do not exist in pairs capable of electromag- 

netic pair prodnct.ion. 

Conclusion 2. There are no unit charge, non-strongly interacting particles without __-__----_- 

form factors and with lifetimes greater than 10 
-s set in the mass range 0,2 to 0.86 

GC!V. There is a small hole in this rango at 0,48 to 0. 50 GcV. If the mini.mum 

lifetime is reduced to 5 ): 10 
-9 set, the mass range ein I,,,J.~ ~+~‘~h we call be conficlent- 

that no new particle exists, is ab0v.t 0.2 to 0.4-G G?V and 0,55 to O-70 GcV. 

Conclusion 3, Above 1.03 GeV, there could still be stable non-strongly interacting -_.-_--~ .--- 

particles but there is a limit on their production relative to muons. This limit, 

shown in detail in Fig. 1.1, rar-lges from 6 ): 10 -7 at near 1 GeV to 3 X 10 -G at. 

-20 -- 



Conclusion 4. No evidence.at all was found for the production of any new non- 

strongly interacting particles, 

Finally, we turn our attention to Fig. 12 which gives Rti for strongly inter- 

acting plus non-strongly interacting particles. This includes all charged part.icles 

in the beam, produced by all sorts of mechanism, and with or without the particles 

themselves having form factors. It is not useful to put the predicted fluxes from 

pair photoproduction on this drawing as was done in Fig. 11, because the strongly 

interacting particles can have production cross sections much larger than the pair 

photoproduction cross section, or they can have smaller production cross sections 

because of their own form factors. We can only inquire if any new particles are 

observed. 

Conclusion 5, There is a slight possibility that a hitherto unknown, strongly inter- 

acting particle of mass 0.42 GeV exists, but the evidence is weak and may be due 

to off-momentum kaons in our beam, If the particle exists, its relative flux was 

about 4 x 10 -7 of the pion ~1~1s muon flux in our beam., 

Conclusion 6. There is a very slight possibility that a hi.therto unknown, strongly 

interacting particle with a mass of 0,s GeV exists in our beam. However, it is 

likely that the apparent evidence for this particle is due to high momentum. anti- 

protons. The particle, if it exists, has a relative flux of 10 of the pion plus 

muon flux and is t,hus just at the edge of th e sensit,ivity of the present experiment. 

Conclusion 7. There is no other evidence for new particles, ---_I--- 

There are no earlier, p ubli.shed, searches for new non-strongly interacting 

particles v:ith v,llich our resul.ts can be directly compared, because t.his is the 

first high en.era pllotoproduction search, The unpnblishcd results that we have 

heard of were only qualitative statemen!s that, no new particles were seen, but no 

numerical statements of sensitivity iverc given, 



From our results for strongly interacting particles, we are only able to say 

that we did not see any n.ew particles because we cannot predict the production 

cross section. But for non-strongly interacting particles without form factors) 

we have been able to place definite limits of mass and lifetime on particles which 

could exist. These limits were contained in Conclusions 1, 2, and 3. 
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TABLE I 

The differential cross section at 0’ for pair-production of a spin zero 

particle with 9 GeV/c momentum by a 15-GeV photon incident on a beryl1ik-n 

nucleus, or on a free proton. Values are given for various masses of the pro- 

duced particle. t I I min is the minimum value of the square of the four-momentum 

transfer to the target. 

Beryllium Nucleus Tar get 
! 

Free Proton Target 
- 



TABLEII 

The numbers in the table are the ratio of the coherent photoproduction of spin 

l/2 particles to that of spin zero particles. The production is on beryllium 

and the particles are produced at 0’ with 9 G-eV/c mom&urn. Values are. given 

for various incident photon energies and various masses for the produced par- 

titles. 

r 

i 
i 
i 
i 
I 

I 

I 

i 

- -- \ Incident Photon Energy (GeV) Masi 1 t 
(GeV) / 18 16 14 12 10 ! 

-- 
t 

.105 1 2.3 203 2,7 3.9 5.4 

.20 1 t 2,2 203 2.7 308 10.7 
I 

040 1 2.2 2.3 2.G 3.8 11,4 

060 i 2.2 203 206 3.7 12,9 

.80 ' 2.2 2.3 206 3.9 16.2 

100 2.2 2.3 2,7 4.0 

1,s 

1 

202 204 2.9 4.8 

2*0 I 203 2.5 3.3 6.3 

! -- -__ .---...l_l- ~---- 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. The three Feynman diagrams upon which are based the calculation of photo- 

production of a pair of spin zero particles, 

2. Bremsstrahhzlg spectrum as a function of distance along the target, t, in 

radiation lengths. The spectrum is given as the product of the photon energy, 

k, in GeV and the photon flux, I’:’ (t, k) ) in number of photons per GeV. The 

numbers attached to the curves are the ratio of k to the incident electron 

energy. 

3, Photoproduction of pairs of spin one-half particles by 18 GeV electrons 

incident on a 10 radiation length target. The production angle is 0”. The mass 

number attached to each curve is the mass of the produced particles, 

4. Ratio of new particle flux to muon flux for various masses, taking the new par- 

ticle as either spin zero or spin one-half. The flus is for O’production and 

9. 0 GeV/c particle momentum from a 10 radiation l.en@hs long beryllium target 

with 17.5 GeV incident electrons, 

5. Ratio of new particle flux to muon flux for various masses, taking the new par- 

ticle as either spin zero or spin o:le-half. The fltlx is for 0’ production and 5. 0 

GeV/c particle momentum from a 10 radiation length beryllium target with 

17.5-GeV incident electrons. 

6. Schematic diagram of the experiment, 

7(a)* Schematic diagram of Cerenkov counter optics. 

7(b), Illustration of focal plane beharior of th e Cerenkov light ring images from 

different particles, 

8. A schematic diagram of the circuitry used with a single Cerenkov count,er is 

shown in (a). In (b) a simplified diagram of all the electronics is given. 



9. In (a), the flux of strongly interacting plus non-strongly interacting particles 

relative to the pion plus muon flux is plotted.as a function of the pressure for 

the 5. 05 G&V/c runs. 0pen circles represent counts and the vertical lines are 

the statistical errors, which are shown when they are larger than the circle 

diameter. Short h.orizontal bars are shown where no counts were found. The - 

relative flux indicated by the bar is the flux if one count had been seen. At the --~ 

.pion and kaon peak, lines are used to connect the circles to guide the eye. The 

pressure is in psig. (b) gives the flux of non-strongly interacting particles only 

relative to the muon flux at 5. 05 GeV/c. The notation is the same as in (a). 

10. In (a), the flux of a strongly interacting plus non-strongly interacting particles 

relative to the pion plus muon flux is plotted as a function of the pressure for 

the 8. 99 C&V/c runs. (b) gives the flux of non-strongly interacting particles only 

relative to the muon flux at 8. 99 GeV/c. The notation is the same as in Fig. 9. 

11. The upper limit on the relative fl~c at the apparatus with 90 percent confidence 

is plottecl against the particle mass in GeV for non-strongly interacting particles 

only. The closed circles represent data taken from the 5. 05 GeV/c runs and the 

open circles data from 8.99 GeV/c runs. The change comes at 0. 5 GeV mass. 

The slanting lines are the predic.ted fluxes at th.e equipment for photoproduction 

of pairs of spin zero, unit charged, particles whi.ch do not themselves have form - 

factors. As the notation on the lines indicates, the predicted flnxzs are for stable 

1.2. 

particles, particles with 10 -’ set lifetime and particles with 5 x 10 -9 set life- 

time. These lines break at 0. 5 GeV because of the momentum change. 

The upper limit on the relative flux at the apparatus wit:h 90 percent confidence 

is plotted against the particle mass in GcV for strongly int.eracting plus non- 

s t.rongly interacting par titles . The closed circles represent data taken from 

the 5. OS-GeV/c runs and the open circle s represent data from the 8. 99-GeVjc 

runs. 
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